The Exchange currently captures nearly 30 types of eligibility criteria. These elements made it on this list by way of their presence in scholarship programs our team has entered in the Exchange.

1. **Academics** (GPA, SAT, PSAT, ACT, class rank, etc.)
2. **Activities** (sports, academic activities, music, performing arts)
3. **Affiliations** (memberships, religious, employee-of)
4. **Age**
5. **Application Restrictions** (invitation-only, recommendation-only)
6. **Armed Services** (family-of, service status, branch) ← Add station or billet; distinguish “uniformed services” from “armed services”
7. **Award Use Locations** (country, state or province, county or area, city)
8. **Character Traits** (“Demonstrate Good Character,” “Leadership Skills”)
9. **Citizenship Statuses** (U.S. & Canadian statuses, DACA, California AB 540)
10. **College Readiness Programs** (AVID, KIPP)
11. **College Plans** (college plans, outstanding applications)
12. **Conditions** (primarily medical, physical conditions, disabilities)
13. **Current Grade Level** (high school senior, college sophomore)
14. **Current School** (high schools, colleges)
15. **Degree Seeking**
16. **Demographics** (gender, gender identity, ancestry, ethnicity)
17. **Enrollment Status** (part-time, full-time)
18. **Fields of Study** (majors, subjects)
19. **Financial Information** (FAFSA, AGI, EFC) ← Will update for FAFSA changes
20. **Graduation** (alumni status, degrees, majors)
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21. **Interests** (hobbies, like activities but doesn’t require current participation)

22. **Licenses & Achievements** (non-degree credentials, qualifications, awards; may be separate criteria)

23. **Locations** (country, state or province, county or area, city)

24. **Miscellaneous** (truly miscellaneous, none-of-the-others)

25. **Parent Profession** (parent’s job or role)

26. **Profession** (current + intended)

27. **Situation** (life situation, single parent, foster care)

28. **Study Abroad** (location)

29. **Unforeseen Events** (hurricanes, Covid-19)